Introduction
Packed columns are widely used for gas/liquid absorption processes since they generate subsequent exchange surface between phases with limited pressure drop in comparison with other technologies such as tray columns. Such packed columns are considered for CO 2 capture technologies, either for CO 2 post-combustion with amines absorption unit or for CO 2 oxy-combustion with air separation unit. It is considered by IEA that CO 2 capture technologies could handle up to 19% of CO 2 emissions. However, the deployment of this technology requires process optimization with associated cost reduction, both in terms of operational expenditures (Opex) and capital expenditures (Capex). As underlined in Raynal et al. (2011) , many studies concerning post-combustion processes development deals with solvent selection and less work is dedicated to column design optimization. Such an optimization is required in order to decrease the cost of investment of capture processes. It can be achieved either by developing new high performance packings and/or by achieving the most adequate design of packed columns. Such an optimum design is linked to the choice of packing, the number of packed beds and their height, the interaction between gas and liquid distributors with the gas/liquid flow within the packed bed. All this is strongly linked to liquid dispersion and gas/liquid interaction in the packed bed.
The two-phase flow in a packing consists of thin trickling liquid films sheared by co-or counter-current gas flow that http://dx.doi.org/10. 1016/j.ces.2012.05.031 circulates in communicating tortuous channels. The resulting flow in a packed column is complex since it induces interactions between various scales going typically from liquid films (100 mm) to column scale (10 m). Packings include structured and random packings that have different capacities and separation performances permanently improved by manufacturers (Olujic et al., 2006) . Unfortunately, little work is done in terms of extrapolation that ensures that performances obtained at laboratory scale (column diameter usually less than 400 mm for bed height about 1 m) would be obtained at large scale (bed height up to 10 m). In order to design packed columns, experimental studies have been performed to determine global pressure drop through packed bed as well as liquid hold-up necessary for prediction of mass transfer performances. A lot of these studies focused on packings hydrodynamic and mass transfer characterization, all considering homogeneous flow configuration (Iliuta and Larachi, 2001; Alix and Raynal, 2008; Sidi-Boumedine and Raynal, 2005) . Pressure drop, hold-up and transfer coefficients models coming from experimental knowledge are therefore built upon the assumption of homogeneous flow distribution in the packed bed. This assumption is far from being relevant at industrial scale since maldistributions do occur even with optimized liquid and gas distributors in the column inlets. The limiting effect of maldistribution on efficiency has been recognized in many studies since it impacts pressure drop and may reduce the effective exchange area between phases (Olujic et al., 2006) . The maldistribution of liquid flow is the most detrimental in terms of separation efficiency. However, gas flow tends to maintain a relatively homogenous distribution in the packed bed and does not affect packing efficiency even in case of severe gas initial maldistribution as reported in the work of Mohamed Ali et al. (2003) . In order to limit the detrimental effect on separation performances, liquid collectors and redistributors of liquid are generally inserted at different axial positions of the column. In order to homogenize the flow, length intervals between the redistribution devices need to be optimized. Traditionally, such bed lengths are taken equivalent of ten to twenty theoretical trays according to Hoek et al. (1986) . These industrial design rules are still empirical and often limited to given distributor and packing. In order to improve design rules or numerical modeling of packed beds, a better knowledge of the mechanisms involved in the liquid dispersion phenomenon is required. This has been the motivation for this study.
Dispersion of the liquid across the packed bed results from several mechanisms: (i) the liquid films' flow on walls of complex geometry more or less random with corrugations, abrupt slope changes, anisotropic orientations etc. that modulate local liquid volume fraction; (ii) the liquid films are sheared by turbulent gas flow that may also generate liquid volume fraction fluctuations; (iii) finally any heterogeneity of solid surface physical properties may generate differential surface wetting. All these random mechanisms induce a global transport of both phases named dispersion which acts in all directions. The modeling of the liquid dispersion is still quite limited. Numerical simulation of twophase flow using two-fluid models have recently been used to predict local distributions of phases and occurrence of maldistributions in catalytic packed beds (Lappalainen et al., 2009; Mewes et al., 2009) , the latter being characterized by small voidage (less than 50%) and by small characteristic length, the diameter of the particles being one order of magnitude less than the characteristic length in standard structured packings. Local distribution of phases is partially governed by dispersion in these models. Lappalainen et al. (2009) identified two dispersion mechanisms; mechanical dispersion that is induced by the random local geometry of the packing and capillary dispersion due to capillary pressure gradients. The authors adopted phenomenological closure laws for dispersion terms that reproduce experimental liquid spreading. Taking correctly into account the dispersion in generic flow configurations requires, however, specific development of closure laws. First a better physical analysis of the mechanisms governing dispersion of liquid in packed beds is required and second adequate dispersive terms should then be added to fundamental balances of the liquid.
Many previous experimental studies have focused on liquid dispersion. Such measurements, considering dispersion from a point source, have been performed in catalytic beds and packed beds equipped with random packings and corresponding spread factors have been determined. The spread factor is linked to liquid dispersion model in a local liquid transport model (see Hoek et al., 1986 for precise definition of spread factor). In the case of random packings, experiments with liquid dispersion from a point source have been carried out and radial dispersion was reported to be a driving mechanism in liquid transport. Onda et al. (1972) carried out dispersion experiments on 4 mm Berl saddles and Raschig rings packing types for liquid loads varying from 3 to 30 m 3 /m 2 h and with no gas flow. Authors varied ring sizes as well as liquid surface tension and noticed that spread factor does not depend on liquid load but only on ring size and surface tension. Same behavior, regarding the effect of ring size on spread factor, was observed by Bemer and Zuiderweg (1978) . These authors did dispersion experiments from a point source with no gas on glass and Teflon coated Raschig rings. Neither the effect of solid wettability nor the surface tension on dispersion was reported for the range of rings sizes considered (1 to 3 cm). Both cited studies used collectors on bottom of the packed bed to access liquid flow rate radial profile; calculated liquid spread factors were found to be in the range of 1-4 mm for the considered random packings. Modern metallic random and structured packings known for their high performance (high void fraction, low pressure drop, high effective exchange area) have been widely studied as well. However, no spread factors were previously calculated on structured packing even if liquid distribution in such packings has been explored. Olujic et al (2006) carried out liquid distribution measurements on Montz Pak B1-250M and Montz Pak B1-250 packings using liquid collectors at different bed heights. These authors varied liquid loads up to 60 m 3 /m 2 h using a narrow trough distributor that has a drip point density of 100 m À 2 . They applied counter-current gas flow at pre-loading, loading and flooding conditions and characterized liquid distribution quality by calculating a global maldistribution indicator (see Hoek et al., 1986 for definition of maldistribution indicator). This indicator characterizes the heterogeneity of liquid distribution whatever its origin and is therefore not simply linked to dispersion mechanisms. Toye et al. (2005) have also studied liquid distribution in a 10 cm diameter column packed with KATAPAK-SP.12 structured packing. Authors measured liquid local as well as section-averaged hold-ups for liquid rates ranging from 13 to 38 m 3 /m 2 h without gas flow restricting, thus, their results to lowinteraction gas/liquid regimes. In the present work, a quantitative characterization of liquid distribution in a counter-current gas/liquid packed column filled with Mellapak 250.X structured packing has been carried out using gamma ray tomography. We focused on Mellapak 250.X structured packing which is very close to the Mellapak 250.Y, a standard in the distillation and absorption industry, but allows for higher capacities which is a key point for CO 2 capture.
The use of tomography system allows to have an insight into the packed bed at different axial positions while the column is operating and allows following axial flow evolution which cannot be done with liquid collectors used in previous studies. Liquid was injected at top of the column through orifices situated at the center of a chimneys' tray and counter-current gas flow is applied using a diffuser at the bottom of the column. Liquid hold-up measurements were carried out over a large range of experimental conditions including different liquid loads and gas kinetic factors varying from 20% to 80% with respect to flooding conditions. Liquid spread factors have been, therefore, determined in order to characterize liquid dispersion.
In this paper, a simple liquid spreading model is first proposed considering the spreading of a point source within an infinite packed bed in Section 2. Second, the experimental set-up and the gamma ray measuring system are described in Section 3. Finally raw liquid hold-up maps obtained from tomography as well as spread factors derived from averaged liquid hold-up are presented and accuracy of radial dispersion model is discussed (Section 4).
Liquid spreading model: global advection-diffusion model
Liquid spreading in packed beds has been explored in several studies, mainly in the case of random packings. Liquid distribution measurements have been carried out on packed beds since long ago using collectors that give access to liquid flow rate distribution at column bottom. Based on these measurements, a model using advection-diffusion transport equation for local superficial liquid velocity q L averaged at a meso-scale has been demonstrated to give good representation of experimental data when liquid is fed from a source point on top of packed bed (Cihla and Schmidt, 1958; Hoek et al., 1986; Bemer and Zuiderweg, 1978; Edwards et al., 1999) . Such model predicts average liquid flow-rate over annular sectors of radius R. Spreading can be, thus, characterized using a specific length that is referred to by ''spread factor'' D r and which could be compared to the particle size or hydraulic diameter through a Peclet number. The proposed advection-diffusion model for liquid spreading is given by Eq. (1) where z and r indicate, respectively, the axial and the radial positions in a cylindrical coordinates system ( e ! z , e ! r , e ! y ) while q L (r,z) accounts for the superficial liquid velocity. The possibility of applying such a model for structured packings has been discussed by Edwards et al. (1999) who stipulated that the slow liquid spreading in structured packings (D r 5D) implies that liquid spreading takes place over many packing layers. The global dispersion can be, thus, considered as isotropic in the cross section and the model given by Eq. (1) can be applied: Onda et al. (1972) suggested a wide variety of boundary conditions to solve Eq. (1); in order to simplify resolution of the model, which holds for axial symmetry of the flow field, the assumption of an infinite medium is considered in this work which means that no wall effect on liquid spreading is taken into account as expressed in the boundary conditions given by
The analytical solution of the system formed by Eqs. (1) and (2) (Porter and Jones, 1963; Cihla and Schmidt, 1958) . This solution gives access to spread factor before liquid reaches column walls and allows further determination of wall liquid flow rate. Spread factor can be thus determined independently from wall liquid flow rate using infinite medium assumption.
In this study, as will be mentioned further, we focus on the infinite medium solution to determine spread factor:
This model will be used in combination with the measurements of the liquid hold-up in order to deduce, from the experimental data, the values of the spread factor, D r , for the operating conditions considered.
Experimental study

Set-up and methodology
The experiments were performed in a transparent axisymmetric Plexiglas column, 40 cm in diameter and 1.5 m in height. As can be seen in Fig. 1 , the column was filled with six layers of structured packings Mellapak 250.X manufactured by Sulzer Chemtech. The packing geometry is characterized by a geometric area per unit volume of the column a g ¼250 m 2 /m 3 , a large porosity e¼0.98 and an inclination angle of the flow channels with horizontal direction of y¼601. The packing elements, made of stainless steel, are 22 cm high and were alternatively rotated around the axis of the column by 901 relative to each other in order to improve liquid distribution as usually recommended for industrial columns.
The column was operated in the counter-current flow mode. Liquid was fed at the top of the column using a separate-phases tray, and gas was fed at bottom using a gas distributor. Fig. 2 shows upper views of the two liquid distributors. Usually liquid is fed from orifices uniformly distributed on the tray surface and gas passes through 7 chimneys represented by the large circles in Fig. 2 . The orifices used for liquid feeding have a diameter of 10 mm and chimneys are 50 mm in diameter. The height of the chimneys is equal to 22.9 cm. Two distributors, denoted A and B, were used to cover the liquid loads ranging from 16 to 56 m 3 /m 2 h. For the experiments on liquid dispersion presented in this paper, liquid was fed from 6 or 11 orifices (see the colored dots in Fig. 2) ; the other orifices were blocked. This results in having a central jet that can be assimilated to a point source feeding configuration. Finally, Fig. 3 gives upper view of gas diffuser located at bottom of the column. It shows the locations of the 17 orifices used for gas injection. Each one has a diameter of 3 mm.
Liquid hold-up distributions were measured via a tomographic method at various longitudinal positions Z i (i¼1 to 4) given in Fig. 1 (Z 1 ¼13 cm, Z 2 ¼19 cm, Z j ¼44 cm, Z 3 ¼55 cm and Z 4 ¼91.5 cm in a reference frame where Z¼0 at the top of the packing). The locations of the measurements were chosen in order to examine the dispersion of liquid along the column height, but also inside the top element of packing. Measurements were also performed at Z¼Z j located at the junction between two elements in order to discuss the specific effect of the discontinuity of the geometry of the packings at this position. Pressure loss has also been investigated with measurements at points A and B as shown in Fig. 1 and located, respectively, at the center of the column cross-section and at 7 cm from the column wall.
Measurement system: tomographic system
A gamma-ray tomographic system has been used to measure spatial distributions of the liquid hold-up h L inside the column. The tomography methodology used in the present study has been fully characterized by Boyer and Fanget (2002) who studied the intrinsic performances of the apparatus as well as reconstruction algorithm accuracy. Gamma ray tomography has also been used previously by Sidi-Boumedine and Raynal (2005) as well as by Alix and Raynal (2008) in order to measure global liquid hold-up in packed beds equipped, respectively, with structured and random packings for homogeneous flows. The tomographic system, which is shown in Fig. 4 , is composed of a gamma ray source that is Cesium 137 of 300 mCi in activity, a collimator and 32
detectors. The whole system has two degrees of freedom since it can slide over the column height and can rotate around the column axis. The 32 BGO photo-scintillators transducers (crystal of BeGeO) are separated by spaces of 13 mm. As far as the present work is concerned, the whole system was rotated to scan all the column section. The number of scans for a complete rotation was set at 64. The spatial resolution of the measurement depends only on the number of angular positions of the rotating system which can be adjusted by the operator. We have chosen an operating mode leading to a description of the cross section of the column of 40 cm in diameter with 128 Â 128 pixels. This gives a spatial resolution equal to 3.1 mm. The measuring time that corresponds to the time for which the column is submitted to the photon flux was set at 10 s for each angular position in order to have a good signal to noise ratio. To determine the liquid hold-up, a calibration procedure is necessary because both liquid and solid absorb gamma rays. The calibration consists in measuring gamma ray attenuation with no liquid nor gas flows in the column (dry experiments). Measurements performed in operating conditions are combined with the calibration so that both experiments allow reconstructing the liquid spatial distribution. Once raw data corresponding to the attenuation in the column are collected from the tomographic system control software, a data processing algorithm developed at IFP Energies nouvelles (IFPEN) is used in order to get liquid hold-up maps at a given column axial position. The reconstruction code uses a classical filtered backprojection algorithm that allows calculating the liquid hold-up at a given point of the attenuation matrix as described in the work of Boyer and Fanget (2002) . From this study, the absolute error on phase fraction is considered lower than 3%. As far as the reconstruction algorithm is concerned, these authors pointed out higher errors in zones with abrupt density variations but which are still inferior to 5%. These zones include wall zone (over 13 mm width).
In present experiments we have tested the repeatability of the measurements. From data scattering we also conclude that the relative error on liquid hold-up is globally less than 3% and remains inferior to 5% even when experiments are reproduced one week after.
Operating conditions and phases physical parameters
Experiments were carried out using either water or monoethanolamine with 30% mass fraction in water (MEA 30 wt%). Air was used for gas phase at column pressure of 1 bar. The physical properties of liquid phases are given in Table 1 for the mean operating temperature. Gamma ray tomography measurements were carried out for operating conditions reported in Tables 2 and 3 . We explored various liquid loads ranging from 16 to 56 m 3 /m 2 h which is the maximum liquid load allowed by the liquid distributor. For each liquid load, experiments were done at different gas flow rates that correspond to kinetic factors of 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% with respect to flooding conditions. In Tables 2 and 3 , q L ¼Q L0 /S is the liquid load and F C ¼Q G0 / S Â r G 0.5 is the gas kinetic factor as commonly used in characterization of gas liquid contactors and F V is the gas kinetic factor at which flooding occurs for a given q L (in this work F V corresponds to flooding at the bottom of the packed bed and is the maximum value of F C in pressure drop curves). For a given liquid load, typical regimes maps that are generally based on pressure drop through packed bed as well as liquid holdup as function of gas kinetic factor predict three possible flow regimes (Suess and Spiegel, 1992; Spiegel and Meier, 1992) . For relatively low gas velocities, one expects a trickling flow where Fig. 3 . Sketch of the upper view of gas diffuser (dimensions in mm), in dark the locations of orifices allowing gas injection.
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interactions between gas and liquid are moderate. For higher gas kinetic factors wet pressure drop increases more rapidly with gas kinetic factor indicating subsequent interaction between gas and liquid. According to Suess and Spiegel (1992) , this occurs for a ratio F C /F V that is about 45%. In this work, a large range of gas loads was considered in order to cover these two regimes. The third possible regime, which was not investigated in this work, is flooding regime where pressure drop increases infinitely with increasing gas load. Gas Reynolds number is defined using equivalent hydraulic diameter of the packing as length scale:
d h ¼4e/a g ¼ 1.6 cm. This length scale is consistent with packing channels size (channel formed by two adjacent packing sheets) that is about 2 cm. Effective gas velocity U G ¼U SG /(e(1À h L )) is considered to calculate gas Reynolds number where the superficial velocity is U SG ¼ Q G0 /S.
We define the gas Reynolds number as follows:
As for liquid, Reynolds number is defined as follows (Alix and Raynal, 2008) : Haroun et al. (2012) . Actually, authors showed that recirculation zones may appear in packing cavities as liquid Reynolds number increases. Liquid flow through packing may also be characterized by Weber and Froude numbers given in Tables 2 and 3 and defined, respectively, as follows:
We L and Fr L do not vary significantly with operating conditions and their order of magnitude shows that inertia is important compared to gravity and surface tension effects. Spiegel and Meier (1992) for similar conditions. In wet conditions, we observe two main regimes depending upon gas capacity factor. For low values of F C , pressure drop is not too sensitive to liquid load in the considered range of operating conditions. In this regime, the slope of the curve of dP versus F C is similar to that obtained in dry conditions. For higher values of F C , as usually observed, pressure drop increases with liquid load with a higher slope of DP versus F C that is close to 2 indicating inertial regime. Results in wet conditions are in agreement with pressure drop behavior observed by Spiegel and Meier (1992) for similar liquid loads but are globally higher than them (Fig. 5) . For the same liquid loads, loading as well as flooding in the case of Air/MEA 30 wt% system is observed to occur at capacity factors inferior to those of Air/Water system. This is expected since pressure drop increases with liquid hold-up (Iliuta and Larachi, 2001 ) that increases with liquid viscosity as will be discussed in Section 4.2.2.
Results and discussion
Global pressure drop
Liquid hold-up distribution
Tomographic cross sectional maps
Figs. 6 and 7 present liquid hold-up distributions over the column cross section for four axial positions and several gas and liquid flow rates. The maximum hold-up value in hold-up maps is set to 30% for all cases in order to have a good contrast on pictures and to compare them easily. Therefore, the points on the picture that have red (in color) or black (in grey scales) account for a liquid hold-up that is superior or equal to this limit value.
As previously mentioned in Section 3.2 the spatial resolution is 3 mm. This means that one could have an insight into the scale of a packing channel (the channel formed by two adjacent metal sheets) in which width is approximately given by the equivalent hydraulic diameter of the packing: d h , equal to 16 mm in the case of Mellapak 250.X. However, the obtained maps cannot describe the liquid distribution at the scale of the trickling liquid films. In fact, such films have been observed visually for the considered flow-rates and the order of magnitude of their thickness can be estimated, at the lowest liquid loads, by the following equation assuming a laminar fully developed flow over a smooth packing surface: (Raynal and Royon-Lebeaud, 2007) . The order of magnitude of the film thickness is thus around 0.2-0.4 mm for the considered flow-rates of gas and liquid. It is far less than the spatial resolution given by the measuring method. From Fig. 6 one observes that whatever the flow conditions, the images at position Z 1 -which is the highest position in the packed bed that could be mechanically reached by the tomographic system -show clearly a liquid spot at the center of the cross section. This region of liquid accumulation is obviously due to the liquid feeding configuration consisting of a source of characteristic extension around 50 mm at the top of the bed. At this position Z 1 , for all liquid loads and kinetic factors considered, the observed liquid spot already overspreads the source extension. It is also important to notice that liquid can be present, even at moderate volume fractions (up to 5%), around this central spot, over all the section of the column. This results from the impact of the liquid jet on the first packing element and from the propagation of the liquid through the structured packing in this element. In this region, liquid hold-up is associated to flowing liquid. In fact, each run starts from dry packed bed and measured average static liquid hold-ups are less than 1% (0.45% and 0.95% at position Z 3 were indeed measured for Air/Water and Air/MEA 30 wt% systems respectively). Actually, maps corresponding to position Z 2 in Figs. 6 and 7 show a relatively important spreading of the liquid in one specific direction. By making a tomographic measurement with a metallic mark put in the packed bed, liquid main spreading direction was proved to be consistent with the orientation of packing sheets for the considered packing layer as shown in the first cross section map in Fig. 6 . For all considered liquid and gas flow-rates, the measurements performed at farther downstream locations clearly show, however, that liquid spreads significantly along the three first packing layers (positions Z 1 to Z 3 ) and that the spatial distribution of liquid loses any preferential orientation. When crossing different packing elements of alternative orientation, the dispersion mechanism becomes more and more isotropic (at least in the horizontal plane). Hold-up maps at position Z 4 show a spatial distribution of the liquid which is nearly homogeneous at a macroscopic scale but with still important liquid hold-up variations at local scales. This phenomenon is referred to by ''channeling phenomenon'' or ''small scale maldistributions'' (Hoek et al., 1986) . 
Overall liquid hold-up
Usually, the equation relating h L and the flow rates in homogeneous conditions is used to predict the liquid hold-up which is an important hydrodynamic parameter since it allows for calculating pressure drop as well as liquid effective velocity and further liquid-side mass transfer coefficient in a given packed bed (Alix and Raynal, 2008) . In this study, we have calculated the cross section averaged liquid hold-up at the lower section of the column (position Z 4 in Fig. 1 ) since the most homogeneous liquid distribution is obtained at this position (Fig. 7) . It is at first interesting to examine if, in this lower section, measurements made in homogeneous flows can be recovered. Then, it is also important to determine precisely the relation between our measurements of h L and the values of the liquid load q L in order to use it at local scale in heterogeneous flows by extrapolation. This will allow us to estimate the dispersion of the liquid using a model of the local liquid flow rate dispersion (Eqs. 3-5).
Figs. 8 and 9 show the evolution of the averaged liquid hold-up with the liquid load obtained in this study as well as in some previous works for Air/Water and Air/MEA 30 wt% systems. The results are described by the following relation: The dependence of this relation upon viscosity and liquid load was inspired from work of Alix and Raynal (2008) . Viscous term scaling is in agreement with laminar film theory and was shown to be robust for large range of liquid viscosities in co-current conditions by Sidi-Boumedine and Raynal (2005) .
Several studies of the liquid hold-up under gas/liquid countercurrent flow conditions can be found in literature (Stichlmair et al., 
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1989; Billet and Schultes, 1991; Suess and Spiegel, 1992) . In the present study, averaged hold-ups for Air/Water system are almost two times superior to those measured by Spiegel and Meier (1992) for the same packing as seen in Fig. 8 . Likewise, Fig. 8 shows that correlation proposed by Suess and Spiegel (1992) under-estimates liquid hold-ups measured in this study. This is also the case for correlation suggested by Alix and Raynal (2008) for another structured packing that is MellapakPlus 252.Y which has same geometric surface and porosity than M250.X. Discrepancy between this model and experimental present data is; however, lower than that reported by Suess and Spiegel (1992) model. It is not that easy to explain that discrepancy but higher values of h L are consistent with higher values of pressure drop presented in Section 4.1.
Nevertheless, the exponent of q L in Eq. (6), equal to 0.4, is similar to that chosen by Alix and Raynal (2008) . Suess and Spiegel (1992) suggested rather exponents equal to 0.37 for q L o ¼40 m Based on their experiments, they calculated different exponents of q L depending on the flow regimes; they suggested an exponent equal to 0.33 for laminar films and 0.5 for laminar rivulets. Based on these results, if we assume that scaling laws evolve similarly for Rashig rings and Mellapack packings, the 0.4 exponent determined in the present study might indicate that liquid is more likely to flow as films and rivulets in laminar regime. However, Mellapak.250X geometry is different from that of Rashig rings and complex regimes of nonuniform films could also appear and explain for a part the change in hold-up laws. This has been observed in the numerical simulations of Haroun et al. (2012) who show probable recirculation zones in the packing cavities as liquid Reynolds number increases.
In Eq. (6) the gas flow rate does not appear. In fact, liquid holdup at a given liquid load was calculated by averaging liquid holdups obtained for all considered gas flow rates. This was consistent since liquid hold-up did not vary significantly with gas flow rates in the explored ranges for both Air/Water and Air/MEA 30 wt% systems. Such a result is expected for low gas flow rates that correspond to below-loading conditions. Liquid hold-up increases with gas flow for gas flow conditions that are above the loading point (flooding rate of 60% and 80%) which is reported in the work of Suess and Spiegel (1992) . Lower values of h L associated to higher values of We L could explain that liquid films could be more deformable and sensitive towards gas flow rate in that work.
Also, static liquid hold-up does not appear in the correlation given by Eq. (6) since measurements with no liquid flow revealed negligible static hold-up for Air/Water and Air/MEA 30 wt% systems.
Liquid hold-up measurements for the case of the Air/MEA 30 wt% system are shown in Fig. 9 . Eq. (6) was, likewise, used to correlate liquid hold-up to liquid load for this system. The correlation is satisfactory as shown in Fig. 9 and gives results that are close to those predicted by Alix and Raynal (2008) . As for Air/Water system, higher hold-up values than in the work of Suess and Spiegel (1992) are observed. For tested liquid loads, measured values of h L are higher for Air/MEA 30 wt% than for Air/ Water system. This is well reproduced by Eq. (6).
We will use that equation to transform the local measurements of h L in local values of liquid flow rates q L .
Radial distribution of averaged liquid hold-up
Liquid hold-up maps give a visual estimation of the liquid spreading across the packed bed. At a meso scale, liquid distribution can be considered as relatively homogeneous at bed outlet (position Z 4 ) for all the considered gas and liquid flow rates but with still maldistributions at small scales. In order to have more quantitative characterization of liquid spreading from a source point across the packed bed, averaged hold-up over concentric rings of width Dr was considered. This allows investigating the precise influence of liquid load and gas kinetic factor on liquid spreading which cannot be directly seen through liquid holdup maps.
Using the local hold-up from the reconstructed hold-up matrix, averaged hold-up over a ring of radius r is obtained using the following equation:
Radial liquid hold-up profiles are shown in Fig. 10 for a run corresponding to moderate liquid and gas flow rates. The averaged liquid hold-up profiles show the spreading of the liquid injected in the central region, with a noticeable radial expansion between section located at Z 2 and sections at Z 3 , and then at Z 4 . The changes between sections located at Z 1 and Z 2 are less important because both sections are just 6 cm apart. In Fig. 11 , we have also reported, for several runs, the radial profiles of the liquid hold-up in self-similar coordinates. The hold-up h L ðr,zÞ is normalized by its maximum value h Lmax , and the radial position r is replaced by the self-similar coordinate r/z 1/2 deduced from Eq. (5). The various runs gather on a single curve, even if some data scattering is still present. This is a strong indication that, whatever the inlet conditions, in the explored ranges, the average liquid hold-up can be represented by a master curve with a scaling indicating that dispersion controls the transverse motion of the liquid through the structured packed bed. The longitudinal evolutions of h L0 ðzÞ ¼ h L ðr ¼ 0,zÞ are shown in Fig. 12 .
Actually, by combining Eqs. (3) and (6) assumed to be valid at a meso-scale, a self-similar spatial distribution of the liquid holdup can be obtained as follows:
Figs. 11 and 12 show that Eqs. (8) and (9) reproduce quite well the experimental data. Deviations to this simple theoretical solution are observed for positions near the column axis as can be seen in Fig. 11 . This is due to the lack of accuracy of tomographic hold-up measurements at these particular locations. Deviation from theoretical model in Fig. 12 is also observed for large q L at the bottom of the bed which is, in all likelihood, due to interactions with the column wall. As discussed in Section 2, a general solution for radial evolution of liquid flow rate and thus liquid hold-up taking into account wall effects may be found in the works of Porter and Jones (1963) and Cihla and Schmidt (1958) . Nevertheless, as explained in the works above, spread factors still need to be determined using infinite medium assumption which has been the focus of this work. Moreover it will be explained in Section 4.3 that spread factors were determined based on data relative to axial positions where liquid does not reach column walls.
Finally, the ability of the spreading model described in Section 2 to predict the radial distribution of h L and its longitudinal evolution is clearly observed for all the considered range of experimental conditions. This implies that dispersion may be characterized by a spread factor D r .
Spread factor
As explained previously in Section 2, liquid spreading from a single liquid source point can be characterized by a spread factor, D r , which was proved to be pertinent to reproduce h L experimental distribution. Eq. (4) was, therefore, used in order to determine spread factors for each experimental condition in terms of liquid load and gas kinetic factor. Correlation given by Eq. (4) assumes a constant spread factor value for all axial positions in the bed; D r can be thus calculated so that the best linear fit of r 2 /z against Ln(1 Àx) is obtained using ideally data of all axial positions. Fig. 13 shows linear fit of r 2 /z against Ln(1 Àx) for the four considered axial positions. It shows also that data inherent to positions Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 do gather on a single straight line of slope 4xD r . However, data corresponding to position Z 4 gather over a greater slope. This is again explained by important wall effect at this particular position where liquid spreads enough to reach column walls while model described by Eq. (4) assumes liquid flows in an infinite medium. Therefore, spread factor for given liquid and gas flow rates is calculated using data relative to Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 . Fig. 14 presents the values of the spread factors determined for different gas and liquid flow rates. For the present operating conditions the spread factor associated to Mellapak 250.X packing does not vary with the gas kinetic factor for a given liquid load. Liquid load does not have any influence on the spread factor. Likewise, Table 4 shows that for the same liquid loads and kinetic factors, spread factor does not vary significantly when switching from Air/Water to Air/MEA wt 30% system. This indicates that the dispersive mechanisms are dominated by geometrical effects and do not depend on viscosity or on gas and liquid flow rates. This result is consistent with observations of Hoek et al. (1986) who made experiments with no gas flow in random Raschig and Pall rings and stipulated that spread factor depends only on packing geometry. These authors determined a spread factor whose value was given by a correlation including d p which is the size of an equivalent particle of packing. This allows authors to calculate spread factors ranging from 1 up to 4 mm for the range of particle sizes they considered. Such correlation cannot be used in the case of structured packings since particle size does not have any sense for such packings with very high void fraction. Onda et al. (1972) also calculated spread factors ranging from 1 to 6 mm for ceramic Raschig rings and observed no dependence of spread factor on liquid flow rate or on dynamic viscosity in the range of 10 À 3 to 2.5 Â 10 À 3 Pa s. Spread factors shown in Fig. 14 range from 3.6 up to 4.4 mm; the mean value of D r being 3.9 mm. The value of D r is similar to the size of the holes in the metal sheets and to the wave length of the texture on the metal packing sheets. Similarly it is not so different from the capillary length l C ¼(s/(r L g)) 1/2 equal to 2.8 mm for Air/water system and 2.4 mm for Air/MEA 30 wt% system. It is thus difficult to conclude if small heterogeneities in the geometry control the dispersion or if rather surface tension controls the dispersion of liquid since it imposes the capillary length scale for random spreading of liquid.
In the case capillary length would control dispersion, and since l C does not vary significantly when using amines (usually used for carbon capture) one could expect same dispersion factors for these solvents and for water. This would not be probably the case for hydrocarbons in distillation processes since they have lower surface tension than water and amines.
In order to discuss the ability of D r to predict liquid dispersion in all investigated cases, experimental and predicted values of cumulated liquid flow rate Q L are confronted. Fig. 15 shows normalized cumulated liquid flow rate against normalized radial coordinate. Experimental estimation of Q L is obtained from measurements of h L distribution using Eq. (6) for conversion into local liquid flow rate and Eq. (4). One should keep in mind that experimental cumulated liquid flow rates which correspond to discrete points in Fig. 15 was normalized by the effective liquid flow rate Q 0 that passes through the column cross section. Such flow rate is calculated for each axial position separately. Use of liquid hold-up correlation to predict liquid flow rate at local scales does not produce large variations of Q 0 as compared to Q L0 . Fig. 15 shows good correspondence between liquid flow rates calculated from global hold-up model and radial dispersion model for Air/Water as well as Air/MEA 30 wt% systems. Fig. 16a and b show parity diagrams of experimental cumulated liquid flow rates versus dispersion model. For all inlet conditions, the parity diagrams show a good consistency between measurements and predictions of the radial dispersion model. The most important deviations are observed at position Z 4 as previously discussed in this section due to important wall effect that is not taken into account by the model.
Nevertheless, the dispersion model remains globally robust for most liquid and gas flow rates.
Liquid hold-up at packing elements junctions
Tomographic measurements were carried out in order to have an insight into liquid hold-up at the contact surface between two packing units and determine its impact on liquid distribution.
In fact, accumulation of liquid in this zone was previously reported by Alix and Raynal (2008) as well as Suess and Spiegel (1992) who suggested that flooding occurs initially at junctions between packing units. Toye et al. (2005) who carried out X-ray tomography on Mellapak 250.Y reported the same observation with a global hold-up at junctions that was twice as high as in the interior of the packing unit. Our experiments confirm that liquid accumulates at packing junction that corresponds to position Z j (Fig. 1 ). This accumulation is clearly detected when one compares liquid hold-up distribution at position Z j with those at positions Z 2 and Z 3 (Fig. 17) . But it is important to notice that the global increase of the liquid hold-up does not participate in redistribution of the liquid flow rate across the section. Liquid accumulation at junction does not improve liquid spreading from the source point in the packed bed. The hold-up distribution at position Z 3 is, in fact, still affected by injection conditions. At the junction between packing elements the local liquid velocities may be slowed down while the local liquid flow rate may be maintained, consistent with the increase of the liquid hold-up and the absence of homogenization. This accumulation is expected to result from capillary effects that generate a liquid film attached to the extremities of the packing metal sheets. This may create additional resistance to liquid and gas flow and then increase pressure drop.
Moreover, we have performed a specific experiment to test this proposal. As explained in Fig. 18 , the end of the metal sheets of a packing element located just upstream of Z j has been cut with a triangular saw-like shape all along the portion of area of the cross section in order to avoid smooth contact between packing sheets. One single strip at the center of the contact surface has been let unmodified as shown in Fig. 18 . For this geometry, liquid hold-up measurements have been performed with a homogeneous injection of liquid and of gas. Fig. 19 shows that with the saw-like shape there is much less liquid accumulation in that zone. This could be explained by breaking the capillary liquid film since contact between packing sheets is subsequently reduced. In Fig. 19 , one can easily notice accumulation in the uncut zone of the junction (zone defined by black lines) which confirms that smooth contact between two packing units is responsible for liquid accumulation at that zone especially for high liquid loads. This, combined with redirection of the gas flow at packing layers junctions inducing higher gas local velocities, explains why packings with bent ends such as MellapakPlus, Flexipac HC, Montz type M packings can provide an increase in capacity compared to standard packings. Such a change in the geometry avoids gas acceleration; however it certainly does not change liquid accumulation, since the available wetted perimeter is kept constant. In the present case, there is probably no, or little changes, in local gas velocities; however the liquid accumulation is significantly reduced as previously discussed. This is thus two different ways to solve the same issue of local important gas/ liquid interaction.
Conclusion
In this work, gamma ray tomography was used to investigate liquid distribution at different positions in a counter-current gasliquid column equipped with Mellapak 250.X structured packing for a large range of operating conditions. Liquid was fed from a source point at top of column and its spreading through the packed bed has been studied. Air was used as gas phase; water and MEA 30 wt% were used as liquid phases. This allowed us to investigate the effect of liquid viscosity on liquid spreading since MEA 30 wt%, used as a reference solvent for CO 2 capture, has a viscosity that is more than twice of that of water.
From the present original measurements and a simple dispersion model, liquid spread factors have been determined for four liquid flow rates and gas kinetic factors that were varied from 20% to 80% from flooding conditions. Liquid spread factor was found not to vary significantly with liquid and gas flow rates. Likewise, liquid viscosity is found to increase liquid hold-up but does not impact the spread factor. This has led us to stipulate that liquid dispersion depends only on packing geometry which is consistent with the results found in literature for random packings, data inherent to structured packings being so far lacking.
The considered diffusion/advection model used to describe liquid dispersion was proved to be consistent with the experimental data in terms of radial hold-up and flow rate profiles. This model with associated spread factor values is thus proposed to predict spreading in structured packings. Such model could indeed inspire closure laws for two-fluid eulerian models for simulations of gas/liquid flows in packed column. Such approach seems very attractive for simulations of two-phase flow in packed beds since it allows to take into account the interactions between phases, interactions between fluids and packing solid surface as well as dispersive mechanisms. As shown by Raynal and Royon-Lebeaud (2007) or Stemich and Spiegel (2001) , CFD tools can be of high interest to study the interaction between distributing devices and the flow in the packed bed and accordingly define some design rules. However, such simulations performed for studying flow distribution at large scale issue are limited because they do not simulate the two phases, the liquid not being considered for the lack of closure laws representing liquid dispersion. Present measurements and associated dispersion model could be used in that purpose. 
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